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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 (a) 908 1.4 0.7 2 71 99.6
1 (b) 906 2.5 1.3 4 62 99.3
1 (c) 874 2.5 1.7 6 41.9 95.8
1 (d) 904 3.1 1.3 6 51.8 99.1
1 (e) 906 6.1 1.8 10 60.8 99.3
1 (f) 883 5.3 2.4 12 44 96.8

2 (a) (i) 888 1.9 1.1 4 46.4 97.4
2 (a) (ii) 893 4.3 1.8 8 53.7 97.9
2 (b) (i) 879 1.5 0.7 2 77 96.4
2 (b) (ii) 872 0.7 0.7 2 33 95.6

2 (c) 874 2.1 1.2 4 52.1 95.8
2 (d) 895 4.7 1.7 8 58.6 98.1
3 (e) 872 5.8 2.5 12 48.2 95
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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3 marks.



This candidate makes a weak attempt. It starts with an inaccurate reference to PPP and includes a false statement about what the HDI includes. 



There is a counter-argument which then argues that the GDP figure of $1800 is only an average which therefore fails to consider income inequality, failing to appreciate that the HDI uses GNI rather than GDP. They support the income inequality point with some of the data and then go on to argue that the HDI is therefore unrepresentative. 



In reality, this candidate probably doesn’t know what the HDI is. The answer is worth at most 3 out of 8: 1 for AO2, use of data, 0 for AO3 because they haven’t ever explained the link between the HDI and economic development and then 2 AO4 marks (just) for their explanation of the weaknesses of using average income figures in the HDI.  Therefore there is limited application, no analysis and limited evaluation for 1+0+2 = 3.












2 marks.



This candidate doesn’t really seem to understand the command to analyse. The answer simply uses the data reasonably effectively to show a period in which the two are linked and then a period where the link breaks down. This was quite a common reason for marks to be lost – at this level, it would be very unusual for a question to be set that simply required candidates to describe a set of data.



Therefore there was 1 AO2 mark for the opening few lines and then 1 AO4 mark for the section after ‘however’ – limited application, limited evaluation and no analysis giving a total of 2.
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1 (f) Discuss whether it is right to suggest that "the European Central Bank  
and the Bank of Japan should continue expanding their programmes of 
quantitative easing". [12] 


Band 
AO2 AO3 AO4 


4 marks 4 marks 4 marks 


 
Has the case been 


well used and linked 
to the ECB & BoJ? 


Has a good analysis of the process 
of asset purchases been given? 


Has the proposition been fully 
discussed? 


 


4 marks 
Excellent 
application. 
 


Context has been 
well used– the 
answer feels like it 
is talking about 
this case and feels 
well embedded in 
the scenario. 


4 marks 
Excellent analysis. 
 


A thorough explanation of asset 
purchase schemes and their 
supposed positive impact on the 
economy has been given – the 
answer shows a clear 
understanding of the channels 
through which QE style policies 
operate through asset purchases 
– depth of explanation is the key 
although not all channels need to 
be shown. 


4 marks 
Excellent evaluation. 
 


An excellent critical evaluation 
of QE. The answer 
demonstrates an appreciation 
of both the advantages and 
disadvantages of an expansion 
of QE and evaluates between 
them using economic theory 
and/or real-life context as 
justification for a reasoned 
judgement of the issue. 


2 


3 marks 
Good application.  
 


There has been 
well-developed 
use of the context 
in at least one 
place. 


3 marks 
Good analysis. 
 


A good explanation of asset 
purchase schemes and their 
supposed positive impact on the 
economy has been given – the 
answer shows a clear 
understanding of the channels 
through which QE style policies 
operate although some detail 
may be lacking.  


3 marks 
Good evaluation.  
 


A strong two-sided response 
which considers both the 
strengths and weaknesses of 
asset purchase schemes with 
well-developed counter-
arguments. 


1 


1-2 marks 


Limited use of 
context. 
 


There is reference 
to some evidence 
from the case, but 
this is only 
occasional and 
indirect – perhaps 
one or two 
“e.g.….”. 


1-2 marks 


Limited analysis of QE. 
 


Explanation of asset purchase 
schemes is more limited, 
probably equating them with 
printing money, and the channels 
through which the real economy 
will be impacted are explained 
only superficially. 


1-2 marks 


Limited evaluation of the 
proposition. 
 


Limited or brief evaluation of 
the benefits of an expansion of 
the QE scheme. 
 


Answer has counterarguments, 
but these are limited in depth 
and extent – lacking rigorous 
theoretical underpinnings and 
application to the case. There 
is a lack of depth of 
development and/or a failure to 
make a judgement. 


0 
0 marks 


No valid 
application. 


0 marks 


No valid analysis. 


0 marks 


No developed evaluation. 
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Indicative content: 


 
AO2: 


 
The BoJ and ECB are facing a situation where deflationary pressure is a risk, therefore they 
need to try to support AD. Conventional policy options are limited with base interest rates 
close to zero and fiscal options limited by high levels of debt, QE looks like the main option 
at this point. 
 
Demand in the Eurozone is currently very weak therefore asset purchases are needed to 
support AD and close the output gap. 
 
Figure 2 shows clear risk of deflation. 
 
Falling oil prices may in fact stimulate AD all by themselves and therefore there is a risk that 
QE may be unnecessary and counterproductive – the US has recently increased interest 
rates to prevent rising inflation and has completed its ‘tapering’ programme of QE. 
 
But the US is raising rates to forestall inflationary expectations. 
 


AO3: 
 
Asset purchase schemes involve central bank purchases generally of government securities. 
The effect is to increase the prices of such assets, depressing bond yields. This 
simultaneously increases the wealth of asset holders and also puts downward pressure on 
borrowing costs for both firms and households. All of this should stimulate AD. 
 
Secondly, there is more money in the financial system as a whole. This may also lead to 
further asset purchases by private financial institutions and the general increase in liquidity 
may also support bank lending. 
 
Thirdly, there is an impact on inflationary expectations which may help to stave off a 
deflationary spiral and encourage households and firms to bring forward purchases.  
 


AO4: 


 
QE is potentially risky in the sense that it may be creating inflationary pressure in the future 
through the growth in the money supply and is also creating distortions in asset markets, 
arguably creating an entirely new bubble that will be hard to unwind. Neoclassical 
economists would argue that we are simply sowing the seeds for the next crisis by making 
credit artificially cheap resulting in mal-investment.  The long term effects of QE are as yet 
unknown. 
 
QE may not actually be having much impact as a result of imperfections in the banking 
system and the fact that asset purchases are focused on a fairly narrow sector – the impacts 
on the real economy have been argued to be limited. 
 
QE is holding down bond yields and savings rates generally. Hence the incentive to save 
has been reduced, annuity rates on pensions are very low, making it very hard for savers 
and those aiming to retire, again introducing distortions into the market. 
 
What is the long term plan for the purchased bonds? (selling them back to the markets? 
write-off?).  
 
Accept any other relevant points. 


  












This question required three things of candidates. Firstly they needed to be able to show the strengths of HDI as an indicator of economic development. Secondly they needed to show that this may have been true of Rwanda and finally they needed to show that it might not always work well, especially in the case of Rwanda.In this case, their opening paragraph does this very effectively, with clear reference to the context, explaining that the HDI drops during the civil war, but that it has increased rapidly since during a period coinciding with strong economic growth and high levels of government commitment to health and education. 



They end the paragraph with a clear relation back to the question, pointing out that because HDI takes into account both social and economic factors, it is a good measure of the level of economic development in Rwanda. By this stage the answer has 4 marks, 2 for AO2 and 2 for AO3, but is a perfect example of how to answer a data response question.  The whole answer is embedded in the case and is clearly thinking about the question in the context of Rwanda.



The counterargument begins with a theoretical analysis of income inequality using a Lorenz curve, which in itself isn’t necessary. They do link back to the case once again, however, which is useful. 







8 marks.



They then switch to the unresolved ethnic conflicts in Rwanda and pick up on the decline in political freedom and relate that back to the HDI. They throw a few other issues into the mix such as pollution and gender equality and then end with a clear view as to how strong the HDI is – good as a general indicator but missing certain key elements and this view is clearly justified by everything that they have written up to that point. 



The answer isn’t perfect – the counterargument at times lacks depth of development – but in an exam context this answer is clearly deserving of full marks. AO2: 2 AO3:2 AO4:4 












In the case of this candidate, the section through to 'however' shows a limited understanding of how QE works. There is no analysis of asset purchases; there is simply a link between increasing money supply and rising AD. The answer then links back to Japan’s low level of growth and there are some AD/AS diagrams, which don’t really add much.There is also a section right at the end talking about how QE can push the exchange rate down (true in the case of Japan) which again shows some limited understanding of how QE works.



The section starting with ‘however’ raises the spectre of inflation and uses the Fed’s decision to hike rates in the US as part of the counterargument, although it is never really clear how QE would create inflation and how likely this is, although there is an attempt.







5 marks.



The problem is that the answer never really gets to the heart of how QE works – it could have been an answer to any question on expansionary macroeconomic policies and therefore the answer failed to get out of ‘limited’ on any of the AOs. AO2: 1 (passing references to Japan and the US)AO3: 2 (some analysis of the QE process) AO4: 2 (some attempts to point out problems).
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5 marks.



This question required three skills. Firstly a good ability to use the data, secondly an ability to analyse any links and thirdly and ability to qualify and question the strength or direction of those links.



This is a good attempt at the question.  The data is embedded throughout the answer with direct use of figures from the chart meaning that the application was good for AO2: 2. 



There is some analysis of the link between oil prices and inflation with an explanation of cost push inflation. The problem is that the section never really makes the link explicit – it explains that oil prices affect forms’ costs and then leaves it at that. There is an unused diagram which therefore doesn’t contribute to the analysis. The link has therefore been analysed but only in a limited manner for limited AO3 (1 mark). 



The final section is better, with a clear counterargument pointing out a period where the link isn’t present and giving a plausible explanation for why that might be so, making for a good evaluation overall. Therefore the answer was worth 5: AO2: 2, AO3: 1 and AO4: 2.
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1 (d) With reference to Figure 2, discuss the possible relationship between oil 
prices and Eurozone inflation. [6] 


Total 
marks 


 AO2: 2 marks 
 


2 marks 


Good use of the data, identifying correctly and accurately the links between oil 
prices and inflation using the raw data effectively. The full time period is 
considered. 
 


1 mark 
Limited use of the data, identifying some links between oil prices and inflation. 
The answer may focus only on a narrow range of years or cover the whole 
period with only limited understanding. 
 


Indicative content: 
 


The link seems to be quite strong - the collapse in oil prices in 2008 from 
$140 to $40 is correlated with sharply falling inflation in 2008 and deflation in 
2009. 
 


The recovery in oil prices from 2009 -11 is correlated with a rise in inflation to 
around 3%. 
 


The slump in oil prices between 2014 and 2015 also leads to falling inflation 
and then deflation. 
 


AO3: 2 marks 
 


2 marks 


Clear causal chain is made linking the fall in oil prices to a fall in inflation (or a 
rise to a rise), with a clear understanding as to why inflation will be reduced. 
 


1 mark 


Answer explains that falling oil prices will reduce inflation (or rising oil prices 
cause rising inflation) and a chain of reasoning is present, but it is not 
completely clear why inflation falls/becomes negative – not enough reference 
to the rate of change of final products – may imply that falling oil prices and 


falling inflation are basically the same thing rather than oil prices reducing the 
rate of growth of prices in the economy. 
 


Indicative content: 
 


Falling oil prices reduce firms’ costs, reducing the upward pressure on 
inflation, but when oil prices recover, the reverse will be true. 
 


Simultaneously, household bills such as petrol and energy are reduced, 
meaning that there is less upward pressure on inflation (and vice versa for 
rising oil prices). 
 


Therefore inflation will fall as prices rise more slowly and may eventually turn 
negative if oil prices fall far enough and for long enough to actually reduce the 
overall level of prices in the economy. This is most likely in a period of slow/no 
growth when prices of other goods and services are relatively static.  The 
reverse applies with rising oil prices. 


6 
 


AO2 2 
 
AO3 2 
 
AO4 2 
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 AO4: 2 marks 


 
2 marks 


Developed counterargument based either around: 


(i) Very effective use of the data (showing periods when correlation is 
weak).  


And/or 


(ii) A clear questioning of the causation e.g. 2008 – recession could 
have caused both falling oil prices and falling inflation.  


And/or 


(iii) A clear explanation that other factors can affect inflation apart from 
oil prices, developed and explained, but these need to be specific. 


 
1 mark 


Evaluation is present in one of the forms identified for 2 marks, but the data 
use/reasoning is not fully convincing or the questioning of the causation is not 
fully developed. 
 
Indicative content: 


 
There are a number of reasons that the relationship might not be this clear: 
 


(i) Direction of causation – certainly in 2008-09 there is an argument 
that the global financial crisis reduces AD and the derived demand 
for oil, hence causing the slump in oil prices. 


(ii) Between 2011 and 2014 oil prices are fairly static, but inflation 
slowly falls as a result of other factors influencing inflation such as 
changes in the money supply, fiscal policy and features of 
aggregate demand.  


(iii) Although oil prices fall continuously through 2014 and 2015, 
inflation actually recovers from deflation to inflation towards the 
end of the period, again suggesting that other factors are at work. 


 
Accept any other relevant points. 
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US President Harry S Truman once famously demanded: “Give me a one-handed economist! 
All my economists say, on the one hand this… on the other hand that.” Oil prices seem to 
be an area where economists are likely to disagree as to whether rising or falling oil prices 
are better.
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Nearly 45 years 
ago the world was 
in shock from the 
news that oil prices 
had surged from just 
under $3 per barrel 
in 1972 to over $12 in 
1974 (around $54 in 
today’s terms – see 
Figure 1). This was 
caused by OPEC, an 
important group of oil 
producing countries 
restricting the supply 
of oil.


This oil price increase 
fed into an inflation rate 
of more than 24%. As a result powerful trade unions gained higher wages from employers, 
as rising prices led to expectations of higher inflation. This led to industrial disputes, the 
introduction of a three-day working week and ultimately the fall of the Conservative 
Government in the general election of February 1974. In 1975 the coal miners gained a pay 
rise of 35%. Company profits and share prices collapsed and by this time the Phillips curve 
trade-off had also become significantly less favourable.


This period of high energy prices was not good for the country’s already shaky manufacturing 
base. The gradual decline of the once highly important British car industry was accelerated 
by the extra costs of production. High oil prices also encouraged a switch to smaller vehicles 
and helped create the environment in which Japanese firms such as Toyota and Honda 
became dominant in both the UK and global markets.


Turning to the present day, one might suppose that the world would have welcomed the 
slump in oil prices since 2014, but some economists are worried. 


Lower oil prices are not a good thing for major oil exporting countries such as Russia, Iran 
and Iraq, but what about for everyone else? The sharp fall in crude oil prices has led to 
concern that, with inflation already dangerously low across much of the developed world, 
cheaper oil will worsen the problem creating a deflationary spiral that will prove hard to stop.


The problem is likely to be particularly serious within the eurozone. There, with demand too 
weak to match productive capacity and interest rates at or near zero, a sustained fall in the 
price level means that real interest rates rise. Higher real rates will encourage households 
further to postpone consumption and create a vicious circle of slow growth and excess 
capacity.
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Answer all the questions.


1. Up or down? The price of oil just can’t win.


Figure 1 – Crude oil price ($ per barrel, 2015 prices)
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But while lower oil prices will have a one-off effect on the price level and therefore reduce 
inflation, that reduction in the price level should boost growth rather than reduce it. Lower oil 
prices may hurt firms such as Shell and BP in the medium term, but they benefit households 
almost immediately through cheaper petrol and other fuels. An unexpected fall in the general 
price level raises real incomes. This is particularly welcome in the UK, where real household 
incomes last year were six per cent lower than they were before the global financial crisis, 
despite a relatively healthy economic recovery.


Government policy makers must be careful that a drop in the price level does not lead 
to deflationary expectations becoming established. But the answer to that is clear: keep 
monetary policy loose to boost aggregate demand. With soaring government debt restricting 
the power of fiscal policy and zero interest rates limiting conventional monetary policy, some 
economists argue that organisations such as the European Central Bank and the Bank of 
Japan should continue expanding their programmes of quantitative easing especially with 
economic growth in both areas currently so weak. The US Federal Reserve, which recently 
raised interest rates in anticipation of rising inflationary pressure, looks to be the exception 
rather than the rule. 


Whatever the case, it seems that whether oil prices are high or low, some economists are 
unhappy; not something likely to have pleased President Truman.
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Figure 2 – Crude oil prices and eurozone inflation 2006-2015


(f)  Discuss whether it is right to suggest that “the European Central Bank and the Bank of 
Japan should continue expanding their programmes of quantitative easing”. 
(Lines 55-56) [12]












6 marks.



The answer starts with a strong justification for the use of QE by ruling out the use of fiscal policy and conventional monetary policy. This is well applied to the context, drawing on the problems facing Japan and the Eurozone. Hence this section was worth good application. 



The final section gives a generic counterargument which looks at the dangers of inflation. It isn’t particularly well developed, but it is a counterargument, so limited AO4. 



Finally, looking at AO3, there is very little analysis of how QE would actually help in this case – how it would solve the problems that have been identified. There was some understanding shown in the middle, but really it was very limited. Therefore the answer scored a total of 6: AO2: 3, AO3: 1 and AO4: 2.











































4 marks.



Script F uses the case very effectively – the opening paragraph covers both rising and falling oil prices, but crucially doesn’t ever explain the link. Therefore by the end of the first paragraph, they have AO2: 2 but nothing else. 



The answer then makes a plausible counter-argument, perhaps a bit clumsy, but nevertheless with an attempt at contextualisation. 



Looking at the answer as a whole, they make some reference to cost-push inflation at the end of the first paragraph, but there isn’t really enough for an AO3 mark. Nevertheless, the presence of this statement is enough to then give the answer the benefit of the doubt later on, therefore it was given AO4: 2 (just). Had it been decided that the cost-push inflation point was just worthy of credit, they would then have had their benefit of the doubt and the AO4 mark would only have been 1, giving the same total. 



Therefore, although we are suing an AO approach to marking, this isn’t intended to be prescriptive – we want to look at the strengths and weaknesses of the answer as a whole, not just robotically apply a pre-set AO grid.












6 marks.



This script starts with a clear statement of what the HDI is (although this has actually been assessed in the previous question, hence no AO1 here).



The answer then effectively uses the data on government spending on health and education to explain that the HDI will therefore have risen and that this will reflect economic development. 



They further support this with reference to the post-civil war period, making excellent use of the case. At this point they have shown that the HDI has risen in Rwanda, why it has risen and how that links to economic development. At this stage, the answer is therefore worth AO2: 2 and AO3: 2.



In the final paragraph, they then counter-argue, using the political freedom angle. The climate point feels rather weak as does the primary sector point – none of these are clearly linked to why this makes the HDI weak as a measure of economic development. Therefore there is clearly an attempt to make a counterargument, but it is limited. On the other hand, it is well anchored into the context even though it isn’t well-developed. Hence this answer scored 2 on AO4 (limited), making a total of 6.AO2: 2AO3: 2 AO4: 2
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2. Rwanda bounces back
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Rwanda is a small land-locked country 
in sub-Saharan Africa which is one of 
the most densely populated countries in 
Africa. Just over 20 years ago Rwanda 
hit the headlines all over the world for 
the wrong reasons when civil war broke 
out and hundreds of thousands of mainly 
Tutsis (the minority tribe in Rwanda) were 
murdered by the majority Hutus in the 
space of only 100 days.


At the end of the civil war Rwanda 
made a remarkable recovery and is 
now considered to be one of the most 
stable countries in Africa. President 
Paul Kagame and his government have set out an ambitious vision for Rwanda to become a  
middle-income country by 2020. Economic growth has averaged over 6% per annum, the service 
sector has overtaken agriculture in its contribution to GDP despite over 80% of the population working 
in agriculture (much of it subsistence agriculture). 


Regional trade has increased and poverty and income inequality have gone down according to the 
latest government data. Child and maternal mortality have dropped significantly and free, universal 
primary education has been established along with better access to health care. Rwanda spends 
huge proportions of its national budget on health and education. In 2011, almost 24% of total 
government expenditure went to health and 17% to education. 


Rwanda has been praised for the effectiveness of its government systems and reduced government 
corruption. There is also an increasing number of women in government with the highest number of 
female parliamentarians in the world.


In its long-term economic development plan, Vision 2020, Rwanda aims at becoming a  
knowledge-based economy and the development of the services sector is considered as essential. 
Services account for 53% of GDP, while agriculture and manufacturing are at 33% and 14% of 
GDP respectively. In recent years, the service sector’s average growth was estimated at 10% as 
a result of growth in transport, storage, communication (9%), wholesale and retail trade (8%) and 
financial services (24%). Rwanda is also industrialising with manufacturing growing at around 5% 
per annum. In terms of exports, apart from the traditional commodities (coffee, tea), Rwanda also 
exports transport services and financial services mainly to neighbouring countries. Its main imports 
are food, manufactured goods and petroleum.


Less positively, however, there has been a decline in political freedom with government restrictions 
imposed on the media and opposition political parties as well as some irregularities in the 2003 
and 2010 elections. Relationships between the various ethnic groups of people within Rwanda 
remain poor even 20 years after the civil war. Poverty has fallen, but an estimated 63% of Rwandans 
continue to live on less than the equivalent of $1.25 a day and 82% on less than $2. In 2011, the top 
10% of the population took home 43% of the country’s income and the average wage is only $4 per 
day – income inequality is still a problem.
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GDP (purchasing 
power parity)


GDP per capita 
(purchasing 
power parity)


Real Growth rate 
of GDP


2015 $20.32 billion $1,800 6.5%
2014 $19.09 billion $1,700 6.9%
2013 $17.85 billion $1,600 4.7%
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Table 1 – Estimated GDP data (2015 US$)


Rwanda’s HDI value for 2014 was 0.483 which puts the country in the low human development 
category ranking it at 163 out of 188 countries. Among low human development countries, Rwanda 
is considered as a country where human development is ranked 20 places higher than its GDP per 
head ranking, the highest positive difference among low human development countries.
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Figure 1
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Rwanda along with Kenya, Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda and South Sudan form the East African 
Community (EAC). The EAC established a customs union in 2005 and is fast-tracking its economic 
integration process which in 2013 saw EAC members signing up to a monetary union, including 
ambitious plans for a single currency to be introduced in 2024.


The EAC has an estimated GDP of over $150bn and a total population of 162 million. Unfortunately, 
landlocked countries such as Rwanda carry significant transport costs, one of several non-tariff 
barriers to trade that still exist within the EAC. Rwanda is a huge distance from the main seaports of 
Mombasa and Dar es Salaam. As a result the export cost of Rwanda is currently $3245 per container 
and the import cost $4990 per container; the sub Saharan African average is about $2500. Other 
non-tariff barriers for Rwanda include poor road infrastructure, a lack of railways, delays at border 
crossings and a lack of standardised import and export procedures. An additional problem is that 
there is political and civil unrest within some EAC countries, especially in its newest member South 
Sudan.


A Chinese consortium led by China Railway Materials has been awarded a $7.6bn contract to build 
a 2,561 km railway from Dar es Salaam to Burundi, Rwanda and the DR Congo. TradeMark East 
Africa which supervises the major EAC infrastructure projects has said that the railway is key to 
unlocking the great economic potential of EAC countries which are now enjoying huge discoveries 
of oil and gas.


(a) (i)  Describe how the Human Development Index (HDI) is calculated. [4]


 (ii)  With the aid of the data discuss the extent to which the HDI can be said to be an 
accurate measure of economic development in a country.  [8]
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Q2 (a) (ii) With the aid of the data discuss the extent to which the HDI can be said to be 
an accurate measure of economic development in a country. [8] 


Band 
AO2 AO3 AO4 


2 marks 2 marks 4 marks 


 


Has the case been 
well used to illustrate 
the value or otherwise 


of the HDI? 


Has the HDI been linked 
to economic 


development? 


Has the value of HDI been 
evaluated? 


 


  4 marks 


Excellent evaluation. 
 


A critical evaluation which 
considers the advantages and 
disadvantages of HDI as a 
measure of economic 
development and evaluates 
between them answering the 
question directly. 
 


The evaluation is well-
supported by reference to the 
context and has good depth of 
explanation of the evaluative 
points. 


2 


2 marks 
Good application of 
HDI to context. 
 
Answer is well-
contextualised with 
strong use of the 
context, making good 
use of the case of 
Rwanda throughout. 


2 marks 
Good analysis of the value 
of HDI. 
 
Clear analysis of the data 
explaining how HDI can 
show the level of 
economic development in 
an economy. A well-
developed chain of 
reasoning is present. 


3 marks 
Good evaluation. 
 
Developed evaluation which 
considers the advantages and 
disadvantages of HDI as a 
measure of economic 
development. 
 
The evaluation has good depth 
of explanation of at least one of 
the evaluative points. 


1 


1 mark 


Limited application of 
HDI to the context. 
 
Some references to 
the context, but these 
are not well-
developed or 
embedded in the 
answer. 


1 mark 


Limited analysis of the 
data. 
 
An attempt is made to 
explain the usefulness of 
the HDI when measuring 
economic development, 
but the chain of reasoning 
is not well-developed. 


1-2 marks 


Limited or brief evaluation of 
the importance of HDI as a 
measure of economic 
development. Answer makes 
counterarguments, there is a 
lack of development. 


0 
0 marks 


No valid application. 
0 marks 


No valid analysis. 
0 marks 


No developed evaluation. 
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Indicative content: 
 


AO2 and AO3 
 


Learner shows an understanding of economic development - an improvement in the 
economic well-being and quality of life for a society. An improvement in economic and social 
conditions in society – use of data on reductions in mortality and increase in education 
provision. 
 


HDI accurately measures economic development: 
 


Rwanda is clearly a country with low living standards. 63% of Rwandans live on less than 
$1.25 per day and inequality is high. This is reflected in its HDI which is 163/188 countries. 
 


The inclusion of education and health indicators is a sign of successful government policies 
in providing access to important merit goods such as health care, sanitation and education – 
important indicators of economic development. 
 


 Increased national income (part of HDI) has allowed free universal primary 
education and better access to health care. 
 


 Rwanda spends 24% of GDP on health and 17% on education. This has been 
associated with reductions in child and maternal mortality. 
 


 This has been reflected in its HDI rising far more quickly than that of neighbouring 
countries (Figure 1) 


 


GDI per capita alone is too narrow an indicator of economic development HDI gives a 
broader picture of well-being and welfare. 
 


 Rwanda’s HDI ranking is 20 places above its GDP ranking. 
 


AO4 
 


HDI takes no account of income distribution. If income is unevenly distributed, then GNP per 


capita will be an inaccurate measure of the monetary well-being of the people. Inequitable 
development is not human development. 
 


There is often a wide HDI divergence within countries. For example, countries like China and 
Kenya have widely different HDI scores depending on the region in question (e.g. North 
China is poorer than the south east). 
 


HDI reflect long-term changes (e.g. life expectancy) and may not respond to recent short-
term changes. 
 


Higher national wealth GDI may not necessarily increase economic welfare, it depends on 
how it is spent. 
 


Also higher GDI per capita may hide widespread inequality within a country. Some countries 
with higher real GDI per capita have high levels of inequality (e.g. Russia, Saudi Arabia) – 
inequality is still a problem in Rwanda (the top 10% of the population earned 43% of national 
income). 
 


Economic welfare depends on several other factors, such as threat of war, levels of 
pollution, access to clean drinking water, political freedom (which has been falling in 
Rwanda) etc. 
 


Accept any other relevant points.  
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US President Harry S Truman once famously demanded: “Give me a one-handed economist! 
All my economists say, on the one hand this… on the other hand that.” Oil prices seem to 
be an area where economists are likely to disagree as to whether rising or falling oil prices 
are better.
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Nearly 45 years 
ago the world was 
in shock from the 
news that oil prices 
had surged from just 
under $3 per barrel 
in 1972 to over $12 in 
1974 (around $54 in 
today’s terms – see 
Figure 1). This was 
caused by OPEC, an 
important group of oil 
producing countries 
restricting the supply 
of oil.


This oil price increase 
fed into an inflation rate 
of more than 24%. As a result powerful trade unions gained higher wages from employers, 
as rising prices led to expectations of higher inflation. This led to industrial disputes, the 
introduction of a three-day working week and ultimately the fall of the Conservative 
Government in the general election of February 1974. In 1975 the coal miners gained a pay 
rise of 35%. Company profits and share prices collapsed and by this time the Phillips curve 
trade-off had also become significantly less favourable.


This period of high energy prices was not good for the country’s already shaky manufacturing 
base. The gradual decline of the once highly important British car industry was accelerated 
by the extra costs of production. High oil prices also encouraged a switch to smaller vehicles 
and helped create the environment in which Japanese firms such as Toyota and Honda 
became dominant in both the UK and global markets.


Turning to the present day, one might suppose that the world would have welcomed the 
slump in oil prices since 2014, but some economists are worried. 


Lower oil prices are not a good thing for major oil exporting countries such as Russia, Iran 
and Iraq, but what about for everyone else? The sharp fall in crude oil prices has led to 
concern that, with inflation already dangerously low across much of the developed world, 
cheaper oil will worsen the problem creating a deflationary spiral that will prove hard to stop.


The problem is likely to be particularly serious within the eurozone. There, with demand too 
weak to match productive capacity and interest rates at or near zero, a sustained fall in the 
price level means that real interest rates rise. Higher real rates will encourage households 
further to postpone consumption and create a vicious circle of slow growth and excess 
capacity.
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Answer all the questions.


1. Up or down? The price of oil just can’t win.


Figure 1 – Crude oil price ($ per barrel, 2015 prices)
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But while lower oil prices will have a one-off effect on the price level and therefore reduce 
inflation, that reduction in the price level should boost growth rather than reduce it. Lower oil 
prices may hurt firms such as Shell and BP in the medium term, but they benefit households 
almost immediately through cheaper petrol and other fuels. An unexpected fall in the general 
price level raises real incomes. This is particularly welcome in the UK, where real household 
incomes last year were six per cent lower than they were before the global financial crisis, 
despite a relatively healthy economic recovery.


Government policy makers must be careful that a drop in the price level does not lead 
to deflationary expectations becoming established. But the answer to that is clear: keep 
monetary policy loose to boost aggregate demand. With soaring government debt restricting 
the power of fiscal policy and zero interest rates limiting conventional monetary policy, some 
economists argue that organisations such as the European Central Bank and the Bank of 
Japan should continue expanding their programmes of quantitative easing especially with 
economic growth in both areas currently so weak. The US Federal Reserve, which recently 
raised interest rates in anticipation of rising inflationary pressure, looks to be the exception 
rather than the rule. 


Whatever the case, it seems that whether oil prices are high or low, some economists are 
unhappy; not something likely to have pleased President Truman.
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Figure 2 – Crude oil prices and eurozone inflation 2006-2015


(d)  With reference to Figure 2, discuss the possible relationship between oil prices and 
eurozone inflation. [6]












This question required candidates to do three things – they needed to apply to this context in terms of thinking about the strengths and weaknesses of QE, they needed to explain clearly how QE might work in this context and then to question its likely effectiveness or desirability.  This candidate makes a reasonable attempt at this. 



The section starting with “quantitative easing will increase the money supply" through to the end of the paragraph showed some understanding of QE (nothing on asset purchases, but there was something) and some application to the context of the risk of deflation.



The next paragraph then tries to evaluate the use of QE by showing that it might be ineffective. Not well developed, but worth some credit. This is followed by a well-developed section on the inflation risk of QE which is also put into context.







8 marks.



Finally there is a throw-away conclusion that adds nothing.



So overall there is limited application looking at why in this context QE might be useful, limited analysis which doesn’t really get to the heart of how QE works and good evaluation of the question giving AO2:2 AO3:2 and AO4:3











